# heartfelitrewards

**PARADE ON P**

**MAY**

**INVERSE**

**COMMUNITY STYLE**

*Saturday, May 9th (10:00 am – 12:00 pm)*

P Street, 13th to Centennial Mall

---

**ROUTE MAP**

If traffic gets backed up, please use safe alternate routes to open the loop up.

---

**I SPY GAME**

Keep an eye out for these details. When you see one check the box and write the character’s name on the line!

**I SPOT A CHARACTER...**

- [ ] with a dog  
- [ ] playing music  
- [ ] wearing a cape  
- [ ] that waddles  
- [ ] that swims  
- [ ] with a green tail  
- [ ] with a unicorn horn  
- [ ] with flowing hair

---

*(my name)*

*(my favorite character)*